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Abstract

A review of some of the best "free energy" inventions of the past 25 years, viewed with the hypothesis of
charged clusters as the energy intermediary to the zero-point energy, yield

sufficient insight to construct a free-running energy demonstration device. The discussion includes
Papp's noble gas engine, Gray's pulsed capacitor discharge motor, Graneau's electric 'discharge water
explosions, Correa's pulsed abnormal glow discharge plasma tubes, Brown's

nuclear battery, Hyde's electric generator, Sweet's conditioned barium ferrite, light water "cold I fusion'
experiments, and Shoulders' charge cluster research. Combining their research yields a pattern giving the
underlying principle for building a self-running device.

Can the zero-point energy (ZPE) be tapped as a substantial energy source [1]? The answer depends on the
physical nature of the vacuum fluctuations, a topic that begets considerable scientific controversy. The
ZPE was first discovered by quantum mechanics as a term in the equations modeling an ever present
quantum jitter yielding the uncertainty principle. Quantum electrodynamics (QED) [2] describes it as high
frequency, energetic concentrations of electric field energy sufficient to manifest short-lived (virtual)
pairs of elementary particles that spontaneously pop in and out of existence. This activity constitutes the
substrate of pure empty space. Western academic thought groups into essentially three points of view
regarding the paradigm of what constitutes empty space: 1) Space is a void with the ZPE just a
mathematical fiction that does not physically exists, 2) only an inconsequential low level ZPE physically
exists, or 3) substantial energy is truly present. There is a paradigm conflict between the various schools
of thought. The spirit of the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics represents the first group
where the ZPE is to be "renormalized" away without any attempt at interpreting what is underlying the
mathematical model. The second group introduces an artificial, high frequency "cut-off' in the equations
of the ZPE to limit how much energy can be present, but such a cut-off would then eliminate the energy
densities needed for virtual particle pair production, the basis of QED. The third group can argue that the
ZPE cannot be tapped appreciably because we have no practical means to interact with the high frequency
components, or that the ZPE action is chaotic and it would be an entropy violation to tap it. The last
objection can be met via Prigogine's [3] Nobel prize contribution to thermodynamics where he shows how
chaotic systems may evolve toward self-organization. Whether a system can be invented to
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interact with the high frequency ZPE modes [4] puts the debate in the realm of engineering [5].
There is one thing for certain: the only convincing proof that the ZPE can be tapped as an
appreciable energy source can only come from an experiment.

There are severe constraints when it comes to an experiment that violates the reigning scientific
paradigm. Kuhn [6] shows in his seminal thesis, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, that
paradigm violating experiments are not welcomed by the scientific community, and often the
scientific method regarding their investigation is suspended. Instead political and sociological
factors dominate the behavior of the majority of scientists. Typically the experiment is ignored.
Rubick [7] has extended Kuhn's thesis to modem times indicating that if a paradigm breaking
experiment threatens entrenched economic interest as well, there can be a severe and even ruthless
suppression of the evidence if the experiment were to begin to successfully replicate. A recent
example is the cold fusion class of experiments. Here ridicule is applied, patents blocked,
government grants withdrawn, and jobs threatened just over a scientist's willingness to investigate a
phenomena that has been replicating world wide as an "underground" activity. If an inventor is lucky
(or perhaps unlucky) enough to stumble upon an energetic effect reliable enough to allow the
manufacturing of a practical "free energy" machine, suppression tactics have been known to occur
such as funding blockage, incessant litigation, patent secrecy orders, personal threats, crime framing,
and even assassination. If one wishes to transform the planet with a paradigm shattering experiment,
the key point is to realize that the problem is not a scientific one, but rather a political I economic
one. The solution requires completely different tactics than "business as usual."

Kuhn has shown that when the scientific paradigm has changed, it was done by a new generation of
scientists willing to study the new phenomena and repeat the anomalous experiments. Thus
establishment scientists can be expected to ignore the new phenomena and to ridicule those
investigating it. If the experiment begins to replicate, entrenched economic interest can be expected
to suppress the discovery. These expectations determine the nature of an experiment that will have a
lasting impact. In particular, the zero-point energy experiment must be:

1) Easy to replicate, so easy that it can be done successfully as a home hobbyist project.

2) Self running. Measurements of excess energy are often difficult and will be criticized by skeptics
no matter what.

3) Easy to describe and share. Information can spread rapidly; a device that has a secret operating
principle or requires a special kit can be destroyed and its inventor suppressed.
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Inventions with Charge Clusters

There have been a number of successful "free energy" inventions that would have breached
the market place if it were not for suppression problems. Some might qualify as candidates
for easy replication, but most require considerable effort. There is a pattern to many of the
inventions which suggests a common hypothesis regarding how they couple to the vacuum
energy: Most have produced (sometimes unwittingly) an abundance of charge clusters [8].
Each cluster is a micron size, charged plasmoid resembling ball lightning that coheres the
ZPE to yield excess energy. The hypothesis could concisely explain a variety of "free
energy" machines if we adequately understood the nature of the charge cluster itself.

The scientific anomaly essentially regards the charge cluster's existence. Shoulders [9] is
credited for the discovery of the charge cluster which he named "electrum validum" (EV).
He observed the formation of micron size plasmoids with a net charge measured to be on
the order of 1011

 electrons and 106  positive ions. The stability of such a plasmoid is
completely anomalous in a classical model because of coulomb repulsion. The best models
[10-12] suggest a vortex ring where an intense toroidal magnetic field causes a tight
poloidal spiral trapping the electrons. Here energy densities similar to a neutron star would
be required to compensate the coulomb repulsion. Such energy densities take us out of the
classical realm and into quantum electrodynamics where vacuum polarization effects might
provide a stabilizing mechanism [13]. The tight toroidal spiral does match behavior often
observed in plasma experiments: There is a tendency for plasmas to manifest tight vortex
filaments known as the "filamentation instability [14]." Reed [15] shows the vortex matches
the force-free Beltrami vortex where the plasma naturally takes the form of an ever
tightening spiral. If such a vortex closes onto itself to make a vortex ring, this tightening
tendency propagates around the ring providing positive feedback which squeezes the ring's
poloidal radius smaller and smaller until it reaches the dimensions where the high
frequency, high energetic components of the ZPE become active and dominant. Thus the
natural behavior of the plasmoid itself solves the engineering problem of manifesting
boundary conditions on a small enough scale to couple the short wavelength, high energetic
modes of the ZPE into the system. The vortex ring model also offers another insight: It
might illustrate the mechanism for charge formation directly from the vacuum and suggests
that such formation might occur at any scale producing subquantum unstable particles,
electrons, micron sized EV's, and ball lightning.

Creating charge clusters requires precise boundary conditions since a linear vortex filament
would not naturally close onto itself. Mesyats [16] has shown that "ectons" (his name for EV's)
arise from an explosive discharge from a pointed cathode (or from an irregular defect region on
the cathode). The instant before the discharge, a microscopic portion of the cathode melts, and a
conical stalk of liquid metal protrudes from it. Symmetrically surrounding the stalk is a layer of
glow plasma ionization. The EV is formed when the tip of the stalk explodes compressing the

surface electrons between two perfectly symmetrical, semi-spherical ion layers (one from the tip
the other from the glow plasma). It is the perfect conical symmetry of the liquid stalk that

provides the precise boundary conditions needed to form the vortex ring as a single complete
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entity. Thus EV formation can be enhanced by using liquid metal tip electrodes like Shoulders
suggests or by first inducing abundant cathode glow plasma as Mesyats describes. Forming the
liquid or plasma stalk is the key phenomenon that underlies EV creation.

Shoulders suggests two methods for tapping the excess energy from an EV. Either rectify the
electric pulse that is produced when the EV hits the anode, or use a pickup coil surrounding a
travelling wave tube through which the EV accelerates. Most inventions that have manifested
excess energy from plasma EV activity have used the rectification technique. For his 50 KW
device Moray [17] invented special rectifier tubes he called "valves" to store the energetic
pulsations from his ion oscillator tubes onto capacitors, which then become the input to the next
stage of his device. Correa [18] rediscovered Moray's fundamental operating principle in his
pulsed anomalous glow discharge PAGD) tubes. Here rectification is used to recharge batteries
for over unity power gain. Correa shows how to launch just the spark precursor (which contains
the excess energy) and quench the lossy arc that follows by stopping the current flow. Correa
limits the current by a resistive feeder circuit whereas Moray used capacitor discharge to control
the feeding current pulses. Correa precharges the plates with glow plasma from a voltage source
whereas Moray used a radioactive cathode to build up glow plasma to trigger it at a lesser
voltage. Brown [19] likewise used a radioactive cathode in his resonant nuclear battery claiming
one of the simplest embodiments of Moray's original discovery. Correa's and Brown's inventions
are excellent candidates for replication at a university facility.

If every spark, even weak electrostatic discharges, contained an EV precursor, then Whimshurst
like devices that produced a plethora of electric discharge pulses, where each is rectified and
capacitively stored, could sum them to produce a surprising energy gain. The Swiss ML
converter [20,21] might be based on this principle as well as Hyde's [22) electrostatic field
chopper. Hyde might have produced EV discharges across the dielectric separators between
adjacent stator segments to produce the ten-fold voltage spike he was observing. Hyde
meticulously constructed hundreds of small, voltage step down, rectifier circuits connecting each
stator segment to its distant counterpart across the device, and then further summed their output
to produce a net 20 KW DC output while self running. That is an extraordinary claim for such a
simple device (in principle). If Hyde's claims are true, then mechanical means can be used to
induce an abundance of small EV discharges (which are rectified and summed) to yield a
powerful and robust energy machine.

Abrupt electric discharges have been observed to produce an anomalous mechanical reaction
force. Graneau's [23,24] experiments with capacitor discharge, water arc explosions has
demonstrated both excessive force and over unity energy production. He also observed with high
speed photography the formation of a ball lightning plasmoid in the chamber associated with the
explosive event. It was important to discharge the capacitor rapidly to induce the anomalous
event. His experiments showed that with the same capacitor energy if the discharge pulse was
not sharp enough, no explosion occurred, and the water simply remained in the chamber.
Anomalies associated with the abrupt transition from matter to plasma have also been observed
in recent experiments [25] of firing a femtosecond pulsed laser into xenon to produce plasma
clusters (or
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perhaps EV plasmoids) that resulted in anomalously excessive kinetic energy of the xenon
ions. Perhaps the most famous energy invention to take advantage of this phenomena is
Papp's [26] noble gas engine. Papp filled a mixture of the inert gases into a sealed piston
that gets fired with an electric arc (aided by radioactive electrodes). The resulting explosion
drove the piston and produced anomalously excessive energy. Papp claimed the inert gas
was "the fuel" which never gets consumed. Today the hypothesis is that any abrupt
transition from matter to plasma coherently activates the ZPE, and that such transitions are
likely to create EV plasmoids. This hypothesis could be the foundation for creating many
future inventions that tap the zero-point energy.

A noteworthy invention that may have utilized both the electrical and mechanical energetic
aspects of EV's is Gray's [27] pulsed discharge electric engine. Gray energized opposing
electric magnets by firing a capacitor discharge across the air gap between pairs of rotor coil
magnets and stator coil magnets timed such that pulsed magnetic repulsion would drive the
rotor. The circuitry was designed such that the pulse from the capacitor would energize the
magnets and then return to a rectification circuit that would recharge the battery. At first
analysis, engineers thought that the arcing in the air gap would foolishly produce
tremendous losses, but Gray demonstrated with his prototypes that not only did the motor
produce a large torque, it ran so efficiently that the windings and motor housing remained
cool. For his invention Gray won the inventor of the year award in 1976, but he ran afoul of
the Securities and Exchange Commission for his claims of over unity efficiency. If every
electric discharge across the rotor gap abundantly produced charge clusters, the motor may
have actually tapped the ZPE as its energy source. Today, a replication of Gray's invention
(as well as Correa's) could use large (e.g. one farad) commercial capacitors in place of the
batteries to make the device self running.

If charge clusters are a conduit to the vacuum energy, it might be more efficient to trap and
couple to them rather than rectify their decay pulse. The phenomena of fractoemission [28]
might offer a method where EV' 5 could be created and their energy extracted all within a
solid state device. Fractoemission occurs when a crystalline material cracks and forms an
anomalously persistent glow plasma in the crack. In some experiments the luminescence has
been observed to persist for hours. Fractoemission is likely a small scale occurrence of the
same phenomena as earthquake lights, where ball lightning plasmoids are emitted from an
earthquake fissure. If fractoemission produces EV's, it could explain both the excess energy
and transmutation anomalies associated with the cold fusion experiments. In the cold fusion
experiments palladium or nickel is electrochemically loaded with hydrogen or deuterium to
the point of saturation via electrolysis of water containing lithium hydroxide (or various
salts). Best results are obtained by using a pure crystalline hydride. For a skilled
electrochemist it only takes a few hours to completely load the hydride, but the heat
anomaly typically manifests only after days of DC and pulsed electrical excitation [29].
After a time, the hydride begins to form cracks and then the anomalies are observed. If the
cracking produces fractoemission EV's, and these couple to the ZPE, then both the excess
heat and the lattice element transmutation can be explained.
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Shoulders (30] demonstrates the EV transmutation phenomena by a trivial experiment: Just
fire a single spark from a small Tesla coil onto an pure aluminum plate. With x-ray
micrographic analysis determine what elements are formed in the crater where the spark
struck. In his studies Shoulders has shown that EV strikes produce transmutation of the
anode metal. The predominantly negatively charged EV accelerates toward a nucleus in the
anode lattice. It also carries with it some residual ions which would smash into the nucleus
like ions launched from a particle accelerator. Moreover, if the residual ions circulate
around the EV vortex ring, the ring's symmetry would tend to aim its center (hole) straight
at the nucleus, and the ions circulating through the center would be aimed directly at the
nucleus with further force. Many cold fusion researchers have observed the transmutation
anomaly. Patterson's [31] beads consisting of electroplated layers of nickel and palladium
could perhaps be the most reliable and repeatable of the cold fusion, light water
experiments. Here fractoemission seems to readily and quickly occur yielding both the heat
anomaly as well as transmutation. Unfortunately the cracking could also tend to make the
beads flake and eventually wear out. Nonetheless Patterson's beads make available the
means for anyone to successfully replicate the transmutation and excess heat anomalies in a
light water, cold fusion type experiment.

It would be ideal if a means could be discovered to induce fractoemission EV's, trap them
within the material rather than dissipate them as heat, and then tap their energy directly via
electromagnetic coupling. The invention of the late Floyd Sweet [32] might be just that
discovery. Sweet specially conditioned two, 6x4x1 inch ceramic blocks of barium ferrite
such that the magnetic field of each would easily vibrate in response to a weak AC signal
from nearby, air core, electromagnetic "excitor" coils (Figure 1). This behavior itself
appears anomalous since barium ferrite is a permanent magnetic material, and its magnetic
domains do not easily shift. A bifilar pickup coil sandwiched between the ceramic blocks
would pickup an anomalously large output signal in response to the stimulated magnetic
vibrations. Moreover, the induced current flow in the bifilar pickup was in opposite
directions on the two strands. Perhaps this is the strangest of the observations since it rules
out standard magnetic induction. In addition, the output current was observed to be "cold"
where many amps could be conducted into a load through thin wires without heating them.
Some of the output signal was fed back to the excitor coils to make the device self running.
This feedback had to be done carefully for if the ceramic blocks were over driven, they
would crumble into powder. Sweet's invention is spectacular because from such apparent
simplicity arises incredible behavior including excessive energy.

How can the invention be explained? Sweet was secretive regarding the conditioning process, but
recent information from other researchers [33] combined with the fractoemission hypothesis
might allow its rediscovery. The first clue is the easy magnetic field shifting exhibited by the

ceramic blocks. Since barium ferrite's magnetic domains do not readily move, it was proposed
[34) that microscopic grains within the ceramic were cracked free by the conditioning process to
allow them to easily pivot, and that such motion would produce and stimulate fractoemission EV
plasmoids. If the plasmoids are produced around the peripheral region of the block, and if each



energetically couples with its neighbor, then it is possible to induce an energetic vacuum
polarization (or perhaps torsion field [35-37]) vortex in each block such that the top one exhibits
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a circulation opposite to that on the bottom. Alternatively each single block could support
the dual circulation. Counter rotation is a principle for inducing any type of coherent pair
production from the vacuum energy whether it be virtual elementary particles or macroscopic
torsion fields. QED shows the principle arises from conservation of angular momentum. It is
the counter rotating vortices that induce the energy onto the bifilar pickup coil
bidirectionally, and its strands are guiding vacuum polarization currents instead of standard
electron conduction. The last point might explain why the output wires remain cold. Sweet's
invention exhibits so much new phenomena associated with the zero-point energy that its
rediscovery would accelerate science into a new paradigm. Furthermore, its apparent
simplicity makes it the ideal candidate for a repeating experiment that can be done even at
home.

Conditioning Barium Ferrite

The goal is to create many charge clusters via fractoemission while trapping them within the
material, and then to extract any excess power they might produce via a bifilar pickup coil. If we
can induce a resonant, energetic circulation inside the material from an orderly alignment and
mutual coupling of charge clusters located around the ceramic's periphery, a pair of macroscopic
ZPE vortices might be created. The conditioning process is designed to make freely moving
grains within the ceramic. As the grains rock back and forth in phase with a weak A.C. magnetic
field from the nearby excitor coils, they create and stimulate fractoemission plasmoids in the
microscopic cracks between the movable grains and the stationary portion of the ceramic body.
Since Sweet attempted many variations of coil sizes and positioning in his experiments (most of
which produced some degree of success), the exact parameters are unclear. The coil descriptions
reflect the range as described by researchers close to the project. The conditioning steps are as
follow:

1. Freeze the material. This will cause it to readily crack. Ideally a home freezer would be
sufficient. If not, pack the ceramic block in dry ice. If it still fails to crack, dip it in liquid
nitrogen, but be careful: It should be cold enough to create microscopic cracks, but not so cold as
to shatter the entire ceramic.

2. Sandwich the block between two metal plates charged as a parallel plate capacitor at a
high DC potential (20 KV) to induce interior corona (Figure 2). It should remain here during the
steps that follow.

3. Stimulate the block with 60 Hz bucking magnetic fields from a bifilar coil around its
perimeter (240 to 400 windings, 20 gauge, 1 to 2 amps). The coil can be the same one used for
receiving the output when the device is running. Sweet claimed that the frequency of this
conditioning signal would determine the natural resonant frequency of the self running device. It
will be interesting to investigate why this "scalar" excitation is necessary. (In some embodiments
two smaller diameter, bifilar coils were placed on the face of the ceramic block instead of



perimeter windings).
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4. Abruptly pulse the block with a huge magnetic pulse from a standard wound, perimeter
coil (220 windings, 14 gauge) by discharge from a large capacitor (6500 microfarads, 450
volts). The ideal timing would be at the peak of the 60 Hz scalar signal. (Be careful here, an
electric shock could be lethal). If the barium ferrite block is already a permanent magnet
(with one face north, the other south), then the magnetic pulse should be of opposite
polarity. The pulse will flip the domains at the ceramic's periphery nearest the coil windings.
If the abrupt pulse fails to loosen any grains, turn the block over and repeat the conditioning.

The last step is intended to create many microscopic cracks near the ceramic's periphery to
yield freely moving grains. Clearly some trial and error is required to get the conditioning
right. If the ceramic cracks too much, it could crumble, or the cracks would be too wide to
support fractoemission. If not cracked enough, there could be no grain motion at all. The
following suggestions will help the investigation of proper conditioning:

1. Work with small symmetric pieces at first. Many blocks could easily crumble or crack too
much during the trials to find the proper stimulation that makes only microscopic cracks.

2. If grains are moving easily, the moving magnetic field can be readily observed with
magnetic "green paper," a commercial plastic film designed to image magnetic fields. The
image should easily move like a large magnetic bubble in response to a weak stimulating
magnetic field from a small, hand held magnet brought nearby. An unconditioned ceramic
would not manifest such motion since the domains of a permanent magnet do not easily
shift. This comparison would be an indication of success; an unconditioned ceramic can act
as a control sample for the experiment.

3. A surprising energetic activity should be observable on an oscilloscope from a pickup coil
placed directly above the material. Fractoemission plasma is known to persist for hours. A
freshly conditioned ceramic could manifest electrical activity even in the absence of grain
motion. When grain motion occurs an anomalously large pickup would then be observed.
This would constitute confirmation of the fractoemission hypothesis.

If the fractoemission hypothesis is correct, it opens the possibility for a host of other
experiments using other materials. Barium ferrite was selected because it is a dielectric, and
can thus trap the fractoemission plasma. Typically magnetic materials are conductive and
thus they would dissipate any charge clusters produced. However, other permanent
magnetic materials might work as long as they are electrical insulators and could be
successfully conditioned to have moving grains. Generalizing further, any dielectric
material (not necessarily magnetic) could be used as long as the grain motion that stimulates
the fractoemission plasma can be controlled (e.g. an electret or piezo electric material where
an external electric field controls the grain motion, or even a neutral ceramic where sonic
means are used to synchronize grain motion). Of course in each case the trick would be to
properly crack the material into having freely movable grains that induce fractoemission.
Confirming the fractoemission hypothesis sets the stage for discovery of a wide range of



solid state devices that could tap the zero-point energy.
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Summary

The empirical studies of Shoulders and Correa have brought zero-point energy research to a new
plateau where the hypothesis of charge cluster EV formation could be the key for successfully
creating zero-point energy machines. By examining many energy inventions with this hypothesis in mind,
a pattern arises for techniques to extract the EV energy. Most inventions rectify the EV pulses as they
decay. Some mechanically react to an explosive event from abrupt transitions from matter to plasma
that likely form EV plasmoids. Some extract the heat the EV's produce when they decay.
Possibly, the most efficient means might be to trap the EV's in a material and couple to them.
Fractoemission might be a means to produce and trap the EV plasmoids, and the invention of
Sweet might qualify as the most elegant embodiment of a free energy device in the history of the
field.

Sweet's discovery has the potential to become a paradigm shifting experiment because its
apparent simplicity could allow wide spread replication. It all depends on rediscovering the
barium ferrite conditioning process. If it becomes easy to create freely moving grains in even
small pieces of the ceramic, and if such grain motion does produce some energetic activity, then
it is only a matter of engineering to increase the effect to where an appreciable self running
demonstration can be invented again. Once the fractoemission, EV hypothesis is experimentally
confirmed, other means can be engineered to create reliable and robust energy machines.

Perhaps most importantly, the discovery of a paradigm shifting experiment will require a
team effort, for the experiment must replicate widely to have a lasting impact, and this will
require willing cooperation among researchers to help each other succeed. It is our
harmonious participation that will manifest a zero-point energy experiment capable of
transforming the planet.
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